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AMERICA'S OLDEST WEEKLY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER
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GREGORY BOETTNER

Judy Woodruff, anchor of CNN
spoke on the topic of "The Medu
and Politics" in McGaw Chapel 01
Tuesday, Woodruff is a veteran a
the presidential campaign, and ha
:
a u. vu
5 covcrca ctccuuiis bukc
ing her lecture, she snared some o
her insights and predictions with th
. comm unity of Wooster.
P Woodruff began with the "Re

Funds

1

KRISTEN DEMALINE
Wednesday evening, the Student
Government Association voted to
fund thirty campus organizations
totaling $1063.94. Among those
funded included new organizations
such as College of Wooster Students for a Free Tibet and Amnesty
International.
The meeting proved to be somewhat controversial due to a debate
regarding the number of affirmative
votes needed in order for the Senate
to fund an organization. Senator
James Hervey 96 abstained from
decievery vote following the
sion to fund College of Wooster
Students for a Free Tibet Hervey's
rationale was that eight abstentions
combined with the four "no" votes
should result in a negative outcome
for the resolution. However, according to the new rules of procedure as instituted this year during
meetings, which follow Robert's
Rules of Order, only 'yes and 'no'
votes will count toward the outcome of a decision.
Hervey's decision drew much reaction from his fellow senators as
well as the Cabinet, who were
present for the meeting, though they
were not permitted to vote.
feel that because of some senators infuriation regarding Campus
Council's failing to pass a resolution earlier this year, it is important
that these same senators do not abuse
the abstention vote," said Terry
6-4-

' publican revolution" of the past year
Just one year ago, over 70 new fresh
man republican representatives wen
sworn in the House of Representa
tives along with new Speaker of tlx

V

House, Newt Gingrich. Thej
planned to turn Washington upsidi
down. The Republicans warned u
enact term limits, cut governments
:
spending drastically and balance th
budget.. In Woodruff's, word
though, "A funny thing happen
"
on the way to victory; they ran infc
the reality of how the legislativ.
BAKK&r
system works in the nation and hot
the interests of the executive brand
intersect with those of the legisla
.

-8

1

photo by ERIC

Judy Woodruff, CNN anchor, reveals political facta, compares Clinton to Reagaa

'
SGA President Fm

Heubert'98.

'

-

96
put it to the Senate directly . stating.
"You all have to decide something,
which is why you were elected to
this body.... V
.
The most uproarious event of the
meeting was the request by the
Wooster Medieval Society to receive funds in the amount of one
million dollars for the purchase of a
dragon, prompting Senator Andrew
Weaver 97 to say, "I say, give these
people their dragon, and give it to
'them now!" An allotment of $2920
was deckled upon instead.

"Sorrily Overheard atr
SGA Funding"

iTy Durham

Ob starting the meeting several minutes late, as not enough senators for

quorum were present!

always late." President Emily
They're
-

-

.

Durham

On how to deal with Senators who are late returning from a recess:
"Screw 'em. Go." VP Cameron Flint
On the recommendation to fund $1000 for a dance team sponsored by
Hsrambcc.BSA. and B WO:
"Cameron and I vohmteered to do if for only a hundred dollars." VP
'
"
'
; Steve Penrod
.
'.-

1

la response to Ben Wachs's representation of two groups and support of a
third:

"You're quite the treasurer."

Table ofAllotments on page 3

Senator Andrew Weaver

""Fsgive these people their dragon, and give U to them mml"

Presidential Search Update
i Andl Rrinhzrt 56 announced this evening thaMenta- -

from February 19th to the 27th. The three candidates
vrill meet students in an open question
scssIcn-T- o
attend the sessions, students must sign up at
Lowry front desk. These signupsheets will be available
a week before the candidates arrive.
and-answ- er

page 6

Find the men:
Bemoaning the lack of
male dancers

A&E

Senator

Andrew Weaver

: Student Representatives Jamie Christ ensen '95 and

Standing in the midst of a room of about thirty people, with fourVoc
editorial board members present, commenting on the negative response of
one
administrator to an SGA resolution:
-Ofcourse, this is off the record It is my belief that I don't think he even
Cameron Ffint, off the record
read it."--- VP

-

'"'

A forgettable senator "How long are we going to keep funding the
Medieval Society?".
"
Wachs'l
Weaver,
Senator
to
don't know. Ben, when do you graduate?"
Senator Weaver later rescinded the remark as iriappropriate.

page 8

Fashion: George and
Buffy share their
secrets of seduction

tivebrar"The Republicans fount
themselves focusing on the budge
debacle and to date have passed intc
law only one of their ten "Contrac
With America r objective. rv
Woodruff feels that there are three
reasons why Republicans Coiled ir
revolution. First, the)
their
misread President Clinton, expecting
bim to fold underpressure. Second
Newt Gingrkwasnotraty as lough
so-call- ed

.

OnWooster Medieval Society's request for anuTlions dollars for a dragon and

Feature

--

r--

miealiryasheavernedtarte

Fnially,uRepublkansrtadnoTlao
B." Their only true demand was that
the budgetbe balanced in sevep years.
Once Clinton agreed to that demand,
the Republicans tost the high ground
and their momentum.
Woodruff does not feel that Re-

publicans should lament their apparent lack of success. "Did you
listen to what President Clinton sak
in his State of the TJrubn Address'
The era of big government is over
Deficit spending must be ground tt
a halt As several Republican
pointed out, if you closed your eye
and you read the transcript ol
Clinton's speech, it sounded a kx '
like Ronald Reagan."
please see WOODRUFF, page 3

Sports

Viewpoints

page 10

Scots bow to

Wittenberg
but
on
ESPN
we're
46-4- 3,

Dinner's not so

bad; also, who's
funding?
page 4

February
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Diversity Issues Addressed

News Briefs
Croatia:

INTERNATIONAL
15000 Sat in eastern Stroma hare begun a campaign to

Role ofFirst Year Seminar Questioned

tstdernune a provision ia the Dayton peace accords. The Serbian majority AARON RUPERT
is seen as nffr"""""l wwrrtnawai by Croatian Muslims and other
residents who fled ihe area during the war. Serbian leaders in the area are
About tweuty studrrti,facnlty and
statins that they wffl sot integrate into Croatia, and that Serbs fitom an parts staff members were on hand to ss
diversity issues on campus this
of Croatia should fo to eastern Slavonia tosectle.
Wednesday at 730 ia Lowry 119.
Buck .paused with explosives was ased to attack a central Kim Rodger-FergusoSri
Assistant
(fis-cu-

n.

Sri LkM financial (fistrict.kffliM53andwondint
KifStwrtv.
lWO.Tlbombwas,accordiiioSriLananih

Benjamin Wacha 96 echoed this
statement, by adding that "the quality of ditrwfr" has gone down
(siace FYS ended its focus on diversity issues)."
in deciding to
hold the mmfof, also came into
comactwim the opmicfl that the loss
of FYS's diversity focus has hurt
discussion on campus. She stated
that students expressed the need for
.

Rodger-Ferguso-

n,

Tama Tiger rebels, whose fight for an independent homeland has killed to find out what your ideas i
40j000 people in the last 12 years.
After the meetiag. Rodger-r- ei
"'
'
'
guson commented that. "I had a afdrnmofcommnrticationand.the
NATIONAL
:

ter
Washington: The Federal Reserve has cut short teraiiaerest rates by
when
economy
the
to
lifeline
a
of
bit
give
a
This
one
point.
of
housing and retail sales are flagging and consumer confidence is sailing.
The decrease will ease borrowing, and give a small boost to (be economy.
one-quar-

student come in to me and say that
she was concerned about the race,
gender and ethnicity issues being
communicated on this campus.'Tbis
lack of corrununication, according
was what
to Rodger-Fergusoprompted her to hoki the meeting.
"There are groups on campus, but
they rarely com munkar.." said Mag
Neery 99, the first student to speak
up at the meeting.
This lack of communication,
to some of the views voiced
has been increased
meeting,
the
at
since the First Year Seminar program has shifted ia focus from race
issues. "There is no requirement."
said Charles Kammer of the Religious studies department, "that
makes students, academically, face
diversity issues."
n,

New Hampshire: Repubfccan Presidential contender BobDdle is fighting
hard in New Hampshire, where contender Steve Forbes is in the lead by
three points according to current polls. The primary, the fimm the country,
is on February 20th. Dole came in third in an unofficial Alaskan straw poll
vote two days ago.

ac-cord- ing

liberal Democrat Ron
Portland: Oregon voters, in an
Wyden to the US Senate. The margin was less than
efcction-by-inafl.se- m

1.

tTtipiwi

fry

aabon RUPERT

i,199

with the help of theVew York Times

only thing that exists that did that
was the First Year Forum series, and
now that series no longer exists."
Dwayne Davis, Director of Residential Life, explained that the decision to remove diversity from FYS
was definitely not from Galpin.
When it was stated by Kammer that,
"the college does not think it is important that people learn to live in a
world that is diverse," Davis expressed that, "college is a broad
term." According to Davis, the decision to eliminate diversity from the
FYS topic was a faculty vote.
"Galpin cannot impose a requirement," said Davis. He continued to
say that"ninety percent of what happens (with diversity issues) is paid
for out of the administration."
There was also discussion of spe- -

cific problems on campus that mi-nority students are faced with."What
is really stressful, said Chad Robstu
erts 98, an African-Americdent, "is the day to day meeting with
people." Roberts stated mat. when
someone is rude toward him, he has
to consider if."this guy is justa jerk,
or does he have a problem with my
race."
At the meeting, a point that was
brought up more that once was that
there was a feeling of. "preaching to
the chotr,"as Alicia Parks 96 put h.
Davis illustrated this by saying,
"bring a friend (to the next meeting),
bring the 'unsaved,' bring the people
who don't confront these issues.
It was expressed at the meeting
that these meeting will continue.
The group will not meet next week,
due to complications with RA applications, but on the 13th or 14th there
an

n
In rhe future,
is on the
that
something
to,
"do
wants
social skktoget people to know each
other as individuals." Another one of
her goals for the future is, "trying to
Rodger-Fergerso-

GLC Debates Renewal
of OATs' Charter
Dissidmtjind Scholar Speaks on Political
AARON RUPERT

The chss lexrene walof the sectioa
Omega Alpha Tan (the OATs). was
the main subject of this week's Greek
life committee meeting. The OATs
had their charter revoked last year,
when OATs leaders failed to cooperate with GLC requests. This organization is going to continue to
exist." stated OATs president Jeff
Chandor "96, "and we would like to
with the committee again.'
"We started, in reviewing this process, to figure ctf what happened
last year," said Chandor in his be---.
ginning statement to GLC When
GLC had questions about the OATs
pew member education process, last
year's OATs laden did notrespond
to frequent requests.
"They were ignoring os," said Bob
Rodda, chairperson of the Greek
Life committee and director of
Lowry center. It was this continued
delinquency that caused the OATs
to IceeuVir charter with GLC. Without a charter, an organization canned use carripusfacilitjes of any kind.
This has barred rhe OATs from adco-ex-ist

vertising rushing, publkazing events,

and participation in

Inter-Gree-

k

Council.

According to Chandor. a majority
of the OATs, which number around
15 active members, wish to rejoin
- rhe campus community and to join
the campus Greek organizations
again. The OATs have lived
for a number of years, and
do not require on --campus section
housing.
off-camp- us

While the OAT have not been
able to advertise on campus, they
have undergone their own rushing

and aew member education.

Chandor stated that this year's new
OATs are, "the most focused group
of individuals I've seen in my four
years here." Chandor also stated that
the OATs attempted to find more
academically intrrrttcd students and
"it actually happened this year."
The OATs, since they are not currently a campus organization, did
not have to follow the new member
ednrarion guidelines set down by
various campus organizations. The
fact that the OATs are now, after
new member education is almost
past, are trying to get back into the
Greek system worries some on GLC
Gordon Collins of Psychology department stated thai any organization could drop out of the Greek,
system, rush a new class, and then
wish to rejoin the system. "If they
are not going to play by the rules,"
said Jim Morse "97. a Delt and the
Campus Council representative from
IGC "then why should 17"
Yet many on the committee believed tb not to let meOATsrejoin
the Greek system would also be
unwise. "As long as they are asking
to be back here," said Karen Taylor,
of the History department and the
second faculty member on the committee, "it would be silly to not let
them."
GLC also expressed interest in
the OATs having an adviser. Last

build larger resource pool that win
e
to
talk about these issues.
bold regular forums of some sort."
We-hop-

and Economic Reform in China

AARON VETni

On rhe evening of February 1.
Professor Yuankal Wen gave a
speech sponsored by the Chinese
Department entitled The Second
Wave ofPoiitical Reform in China."
Dr.Wen was Introduced by Dr. Rajie
Wang of the Chinese Department ,
who gave an account of Dr. Wen's
distinguished history. Dr. Wen was
made an associate professor at the
University of Science and Technol-og- y
in China in 1978, and had the
honor of being the youngest person
ever given that post. Dr. Wen became well known for his. role in
convincing the government to reran the coDege entiaiice exams, and
more honors followed him in 1983
he was elected to the National
PtopfesCongress,sndin 1985 when
be was called to discuss policies
with the party secretary. In 1989,
Dr. Wen supported the students at
Tlatmemen Square who were dispersed in a bloody showdown with
rhe government on June 4. Because
of his support of the students. Dr.
Wen was expelled from the party
and was under house arrest for 13
months until the government allowed him to come to America. He
now is a professor at the California
Institute of Technology, and is the
vice president of the Roosevelt China
Capitol located in New York.
please see OATS, page 3
Dr. Wen lectured about how the

Chinese economy is rapidly growing and moving towards greatness.
The "Great China" economy which
includes the mainland. Hong Kong.
Taiwan, and overseas Chinese has
experienced rapid growth over the
last decade. During the last five
years, the growth rate in China has
been over tea percent and, by the
year 2004,Chinais expected to have
a larger GDP than the United States.
Dr. Wen discussed how "many
American companies find China a
big market" and he used the
of McDonald's, which has an

.

Chinese economy has been greatly
helped by high tech business such as
computers. Dr. Wen described how
he felt that the Internet had turned "the
world into a smaD village," and how it
would be one of the most successful
enterprises in China and the world in
the corning years.

Dr. Wen alto talked about the side
effects of China's new economic

prosperity. Economic prosperity has
primarily occurred on the coasts,
which will mean that "the coast will

become more rich while the rest of
China experiences a tow growth
extremely profitable branch in rate." Also, eccnomk: prosperity in
Beijing that has already sold over China has brought crinK and "China
one hundred million burgers since has become dangerous in big citopening. Other American compa- ies." While many Chinese are doing
have also well in the new economy, as many
nies such as Coca-Col- a
been extremely successful in China. as 20 million are unemployed and
With increased growth. Dr. Wen Dr. Wen noted that China "has no
predicted that in the next century, social security for the unemployed."
Dr. Wen al rioted the possibility
"China will be the hottest place to
of a military encounter between rhe
invest in the world."
Dr. Wen gave several reasons Cor mainland and Taiwan, and the
that would cause. RegardChina's economic success. He bereasons
less of the side effects, China is truly
lieves rhatorie of rhe priniary
Car economic success in China is the destined to become an economic
extremely large increase in privately giant next century.
Dr. Wen's lecture was greedy
owned firms which are more profit-abl- e
firms. Also, he enjoyed by the audience of faculty J
than
believes thai the open policy that the students, and townspeople who made
government pursues in allowing stu- the cold journey to Wishart HaUj
dents to study abroad has increased twice after the lecture was canceled;
the level of the economy because of on Wednesday and moved to Thurs
better trained managers and scien- day because of Dr. Wen's late ar
tists. Finally, he also stated that the rival due to snow conditions.
ex-am-

ple

de-struct-

state-own- ed

km
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Woodruff
continued from page

1

Pace 3

in the White House for years. Steve formative," but he did have some
Forbes, the millionaire publisher, is criticism for Woodruff. Tor one, I
the great unknown to the Republi- was going expecting 'media and
be yet. and that makes for a great cans this year. Forbes' Oat tax looks politics' and she gave a presidential
uncertainty in predicting the elecgood on first glance but Woodruff (speech). I would have liked to have-heartion results.
insists that the experts she has talked
more on the relationship!,
Woodruff currently sees three or to say that it does not make eco- tween media and politics." Profes- -,
four serious contenders for the
nomic sense. Regardless, Forbes is sor Jeffrey Lands found WooufTr
nomination but admits mat an outsider and could make the ele- presentation to be "a very goodl
could change. Bob Dole seems like ctro this year very interesu for both ture and a good review," b was;
the current front runner but his lack Republicans and Democrats alike.
surprised at "the way sheseernedJO
Woodruff ended the speech say- discount the irnportance of forelgii'
luster response to the state of the
ing that she hoped we would thoughtUnion Address and bis lack of appolicy issues fortnel996eiectiorls.w
peal to the "common people'' are fully examine all of the facts and Carolyn Dix. Chairwoman of the
Great IcisiorjsCornmirkstrta
working against hint.Jesse Helms is vote intelligently.
Travis Grundke '99 felt that the gratitude we owe Rubbermaid'
hoping to win the Louisiana pridonation lo bnrig Woodruff
mary next week and come into the Woodruff's speech was "interesting for
next primary as the strong number and most informative with a good to Wooster. "We are very proud of
two runner while Lloyd Alexander attempt to remain unbiased to the the lecture series. It is a way for the
facts." Steven Penrod 97 felt that college and the community to come
is trying to exploit his "outsider
image even though he did serve as "her insights into the Presidential together.
Secretary of Education and worked campaign were intriguing and in
Clinton throughout the long campaign. There is also no way of
telling who Clinton's opponent win

SoupmuL-Brea- d

Ready

d

At this point. Woodruff changed
direction a bit and concentrated on
the 1996 elections beginning next
week in Louisiana. Woodruff feels
that the Clinton who sounded so
much like Ronald Reagan at the
State of the Union Address will be
tougher to beat than die Republicans imagined just a short time ago.
Woodruff feels that the election will
be very close, even if Clinton maintains his current level of approval.
Since 1950. only three U.S. presidents have been elected to a second
term and all three were Republicans.

Ethical problems like

Whitewater might also take a toll on

Re-public-an

uir

--

Council Debates Charters and Funding

HILARY TEYNOR

In what began as a tame,
mill Council meeting, members
suddenly flew into debate about the
restructuring of not only the chartering process, but the entire way in
run-of-t-

he

which campus organizations are
funded. Spurred by suggestions
made by Cameron Flint, Council
discussed its role in the distribution
of funds and regulation of student
organizations.
Members made announcements
that Donna Granderson resigned as

president of the Black Students'
Association, and that Donnell
Wyche assumed her position. Katie
Williams also announced that the
ternational Student Association made
some changes in their officers, with
In-

Williams as vice president and
Rashonna Morgcnsiern as secretary.
Chair Renee Snyder introduced the
Student Activities Board's presidentelect, Tameshea Joseph as welL
Donnell Wyche then reported that

charter committee was continuing
its review of the "Registering a nt
Organization' document. They
also reviewed three organizations
for transitional status: Students for a
Stu-de-

Free Tibet, Aerobics, and the
Wooster Game Players Association.
When Council was discussing the
purposes of these organizations and
deciding whether to gram them transitional status. Emily Durham described the Wooster Game Players
Association as those people who
"dress up like vampires and kill
people in Lowry." Council unanimously granted transitional status
to all three organizations.
Returning to the document "Registering a Student Organization."
Wyche said that. "We've had some
types of complaints." and that the
committee wants to make the
document's use "more efficient for
both Campus Council's use and the
general population's use." He also
talked about the problem that some
organizations are having with finding an advisor and suggested that
charter committee could take a more
"proactive role" in finding advisors.

11
'ITT
WMvOU

--

Wyche suggested compiling a potential list of advisors composed of staff
who meet their supervisors' approval.

Charter committee also spoke
about removing the requirement for
a transitional status letter and changing it to something more manageable, like providing a document accompanying a sample charter. Transitional status would remain intact
but the paperwork would be considerably reduced. "We're just trying
to improve the relationship between
charter committee and Council and
students," said Wyche.
Cameron Flint then pulled out
several sheets of notes and began to
read from them. He suggested that
instead of Council giving out funds,
the larger umbrella organizations be

invested with this power.

two-thir-

looking for clear, cut, and dry information," said Wyche.
Damon Hickey interjected, "I
think that anything we can do to
eliminate chaos and confusion is
worthwhile." Chair Renee Snyder
proposed that Flint. Durham, and
anyone else interested could draft a
proposal for this measure. Snyder

"I don't

think that every group on campus
needs a charter," said Flint. Durham
broke in and explained, "This is
something that SGA has been talking about for a couple of years.
We've noticed a large amount of
redundancy. -- it's double the paperwork and it seems very silly."
Wyche became visibly agitated
during this exchange, quickly citing
the Campus Council memorandum
that indicates that Council is responsible for chartering and funding organizations. He also reminded
the other members that, in order to
change this,
of Council
in addition to the board of trustees
must approve it. Td like to see
something clearly spelled outJ am

ar- .Last week; the Voice ran
for
urging
signup
etfck
students to
Soup and Bread. At last count, the
Soup and Bread frograswaecured
approximately 360 participants,
which is enough to run the program.
On Tuesday night the program finally reached iu goaL - Soup and
Bread will begin next week on Tuesday night ill Kittridge dining hall.
- Mieke Vandersall '98 is glad that
enough people finally signed up,
but she is very frustrated with the
student body." "It seems so easy and
it makes so much sense. It's only
one meal a week, and you don't
have to walk out of there hungry."
"It's draining to sit at the tables and
listen to the dumb excuses." But the
frustration has worked to her benefit. "We used to have 3 people
working the tables. Now so many
people are so frustrated by the situation that we have a very diverse
t

group of people sitting at the tables."
Heidi Haverkamp '98 said "People
complain that we harass them, and
some people are a little harsh, but I
think that unless we are aggressive
and direct, people would just walk

then reminded Council that

ds

--

Tameshea Joseph's term as SAB
president begins February 5, and
that even though Snyder would not
be a voting member, she would be
willing to stay in the position of
Chair of Campus Council for the
remainder of the year. Donnell
Wyche made a motion to retain
Snyder as Chair and it was unanimously approved.

by."
Rebecca Barnes '99 "It's saddening to see how unwilling people are
to eat a little less one night a week
when there are so many people who
go hungry."

SGA Fund Allocation
Aerobics

Amnesty International
Babcock Programming Board

Biology Club
Black Women's Organization
Bread for the World
Circle K
COW Students for a Free Tibet
Delta Phi Alpha
Douxlaxs Hall
ECOS
Fencing ; Q
Club

GLBAWc
faster
Greenhouse
Images
KoinonU

$211.45

$135.00
$1 10.00

$405.00
$200.00
$385.00
$253.00
$50.00
$135.00
$110.00
$530.00
$244.00
$225X0
$10030
$435.00
$120.00

SI .000.00
$725.00
$1400.00
$1,690.00
$285.00
$83.00
$500.00
$400.00
$70.00
$70.00
$300.00
$50.49

Men of Harambee
Men's Club Volleyball
The 1996 Index
Outdoor Club
Out of Bounds
Psychology Club
Rampant COW Ultimate Frisbee
Student Math Association (SMAAQ
Student Music Association
VXB.W.
Women In Science
Wooster Christian Fellowship
Wooster Medieval Society
Wooster Oameplayers Association

$35.00

Total Funds Allocated:

$10,263.94

$292.00

.

The Soup and Bread committee is
currently working on securing possible forms of entertainment for the
dinners. They have been considering bingo as an activity in addition
to musical performances.

OATs
continued from page 2
year, the' OATs did not nave an

advise, andordy 'began to look for

one under GLC pressure. Chandor
stated Thar the OATs have begun
looking for an advisor this year.
GLC, after consideration, decided
to meet with the OATs again, but
only if the OATs had found an advisor.

photo by AARON RUPERT

Representatives at the SGA funding meeting

r.

'KATY GELDRICH

'

'

GLC also discussed the current
new member education. Rodda expressed concern that he has been
getting calls about one group in particular, but he would hot state the
name of the group. Tm a bit concerned about talking to them every
day," said Rodda.
Independents will have a chance
to tell GLC their opinions on the
new member education process next
week, when GLC hopes to bring
more guests into the meeting to vent
any problems they have had with the
new member education process.

Tha W6mjt V6ia

Pi
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Viewpoints
OOSTER J1NSIGHT

Controversy in Council?
Oroondtakingprtce&th
najorstiidentcrganizat

weeksuaprecedeotwu.etwhenCa
(whom sbs itprentt) has
her SAB chak; bow she has

r2

7em

flowed lo ttitf on as Chair of Campus

I6!?!

tees

toy difficulties this
Strf thenBtlmmborfCBnpcsCoancin

CanCimpusOounril

Doesn't mis mean that SAB

atSoBOo-wtinjnianbcnooiwbim?

wfflhaverwo seats, ghrtagftgresier sway
a maca stronger chnni as repicsentatives of he students? readywilling
there ii no one who is
in biihimm 1 (bciag
to
probably for the beat. However.
this
position),
chair
the
assume
to
enee.
Council needs to decide mow exactly what Emits wffl be placed oa
who
also
parliamentarian,
SO
A
the
to
respects,
some
Her tab is shnilar. in
diahVmeetinss bat cannot vote. Unlike SGA's parhainenttrthis
poriticntinrtmMTcnMririirinM'n1 for the groan m charge of
campus policy, teems to be much more questionable.

wtvi

1

Confidential: Not to be taken Seriously

Letters

Another funding meeting ofSOA has gone into ttwannato of history. An
important event in this week is when SOA gives to senators a copy of the

funding report. The funding report lists all organizations that requested
funding, how much they wanted, and how much the SOA Ftaanaal Action
is CONFIDENTIAL,
rmmiitt. think they should get. This information
are told not to let
Senators
meetmg.
funding
as was pointed out during the
orders to kill
are
under
they
that
we
believe
anyone see the report, and
anyone who sees this drastically crucial bit of information.
Obviously, if such an important document was seen by the studm body
large.kwouldconstituteathreatto
Circle K
the strict rules of SO A secrecy . the student body woukitaiow
flip)
(flip,
get
they
recommend
FAC
services,
and
Office
$50
for
for
asked

to

Perhaps the Vk President for
ihoold start an
comrnirrr..
Security
the
headi
SflyVt
secret police is here!
SOA
the
for
time
the
Heck,
mrnaa.
into Bus

a not nearly strong enough.

SGA secority
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Greeks Wachs Poetic: Tres Bienl
After having a few classes with
the jnf"w Benjamin Wachs and
articles in
reading his
The Voice over the years, I began to
wonder if I really should respond to
hisaoicleIn Search, , Tne
Oreekness.M I understand that I'm
giving Ben warily what Ben wants:
a letter from an active member of a
well-writt- en

Ben, I only wish that yon would
have called me whem you were taking rTbe Adventure, of 9 out of 10
Dentists" survey, because J would
have been more than happy to ndp
you understand why I went Greek,
and to help clarify a lew misconceptions that yoa may have about the
Greek system at the College of
Wooster.
Before I ever came to Wooster. I
had say own ideas about fraternities
and sororities. I deckled I was not
going to be a part of that social
However, when I amvea at

nafPauaMal

bjajjaajB sjjn) sjsjg

ssAMaaBnarw aWa

of

al

Spring Breaks.
The first step is to ask students to
prepare the room. In doing so a
student should close and lock all

Sanasfcan

139.

Tki CaUaaaT Wmiar.
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L

War

1

OH

1
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4441.

111

OH

(21)

44691;
,rv-

-
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yt.-WUloryo-

all-cam-

pus

Co-Presid-ent

Refrigerators sansr Alcohol
While I have not yet solved the
issue of missing lrvM'v bevcr-age- s,
I thought it important to make
sure that an students are aware of
the procedures we use when dosing
a residence hall for Winter and

Opaaaanaaat'

Wooster. my feelings began to people too. For afl the articles writchange. I found myself hanging out ten about the Greeks, I cannot recall
with a worjderful group of women there ever being an article about
independents because they are not
and having fun. I have never regretpart
cf a social organization. I bet if
ted my decision to go Greek.
thetirnctoask more Greeks
you
took
about
comments
snide
went Greek, they would
they
why
them,
perceive
you
how
and
Greeks
say
because they wanted
probably
you
that
nice
was
okay.
It
that's
an independent? I
you
are
were so perceptive when you made to. Why
Voice when Ben
The
call
don't
fefiaencetotbeGreeks: "They might
BeaH Avenue
down
walks
Wachs
do
Greeks
not all be useful, but
things." Every club and section on singing to himselfout tood. Is somethis campus participates in some sort one hazing him?
And finally, as to why you don't
of service project wimm the Wooster
r.
invited to things, I really can't
get
semes-tecommunity throughout each
you there. That's all you, but
help
off
get
ever
you
I don't know if
the next time you see an advertiseparty, go.
the Greek system goes beyond ment for an
You're
invited.
were
you
the social realms that yoa stereotype because
decide
to
you
campus.
If
the
part
People,
cf
Peopielo
campus.
us with oa
won't
I
fun,
having
go
you're
and
blood
the
and
Highway,
Adopt a
dYrve are just a few of the activities ten anyone.
which Greeks find themselves conRegan Turner 96
tributing to m Wooster.
KJC
are
campus
on
this
Greeks
The

--

2Z39I;

K--

Mi
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windows and tmpbg all electrical
appliances. If a refrigerator is involved, all perishables items should
be removed.

Once afl students have left the
building a Security Officer and a
Custodial Supervisor enters each
room to ensure that the room windows are secured and that an electrical appliances are unplugged. When
a refrigerator is unplugged, perishable items left m the refrigerator are
removed and thrown away. Any
ncxvperishsble items should not be
removed. At no time is one person
left in a room alone.
Then, after aU rooms have been
checked and afl staff have vacated

the building the motion detectors
are activated. These alarm systems
are then mcoiiored by Security Dispatchers or College Operators depending upon who is on duty.
tt to important to note that it is a
Security Officer and a Custodial
Supervisor who enters the rooms.
The custodians are not used in the
process and do not have keys to
student rooms.
Dwayne Davis
Director of Residential Life

Letters continued on next page
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In Defense of Eowry Food oredf,

Letters Continued

Mass
Mailing
Menace

Ian, you are wrong. I fed it necessary to
show you the truth, because apparently you
have not sought it
out for yourself.
a
Aaron D. Hemry Rather, yon have

n

apparently
cumbed to the

suc-

self-demeani-ng

IamastucVntandworlatKittredge. leaf
at either cafeteria three meals a day, seven
days a week. I like it.

on-camp-us

should Criticize constructively, not ineffecthree htiidreds
'
tively.
about lowty rtfianl want tajlmovt.-- ; Other
Specialty plates for vegetarians: Whereto fifvor&disfiel allude giflled'c&dtea tenders
begin? At least four different blends of rice; and fried shrimp. Tell the students about heart
steamed vegetables like broccoli, corn, peas, dt?tamichc4b
green beans, not to mention the
anciseaungauinau urooosavKcinxincu
mg and growing hst of
spreadueiBS AfJb Jfec neno that jeoaUrtortoore
out over several salad carls' (go-asfother
universities and restaurants how many items:; Tisanfa&Ahola ansaniptianihing into pnr- they serve. I dare you.), pita bread (white and
wheat), rye bread, wheat bread, whue bread, iaraftentiiM
;

ever-impro-v-'

pressure to
sensationalize, falsify, contort and dismember reality.
..
'

This year, a new leaf has been tamed at the
College of Wooster and
mass
mailings have beenlimited. We applaud this
move because it is a good start in reducing (be
college's paper use. We are still concerned,
however, because
mass mailings,
which have not been limited, are wasteful and
unnecessary. We urge you to take another
step and elm mate these mass mailings. Such
a policy change would demonstrate the
college's commitment to the environment.
We feel that this is a very important issue
that the administration has been slow in addressing. Please consider our proposal to ban
or limit
mass mailings and connect in through box 3098 by February 8, 1996,
so that we may discuss ways to resolve the
off-camp-

VIM--

fresh-vegetabl-

--

es

:uprancanhyed

c

r$te

taccetiaeabthenyoucanwa
"SftdwalwaVlawM&9e
r About salad: According to all the manage-meall types of pasta noodles, meatless sauce, and because no one eats them.
JtonuoO
I've talked to (the same ones you didn't there's at least one vegetarian soap at each
Ugraehatiattj. oijfcipd$tKtM.gai& for
talk to). Food Service is trying to get Sysco, meal, jeHo, conage cheese, yogurt, torn,
caf thcro.fj oaris fttamaytlrl
our purveyor, to cm me vegetables the way we hummus. Fed free to add to the list onceyou? yxMahcldiiettbefatE0on
srndents want them: thin. Near the beginning open youreyes. Oh yeali, and you have all toft?
of the year, the two sweet ladies who used to spkyoocoiildiieedtoiiicrcaK
lTnation14thbl
cttupourvegetablestransfinedovertoLowry
of an these dishes wtnch usually lead tbemxr Mriem9tiBtlt0'jafe
cooks, so now we get them sedjuteweilto
to be full-tifrom Sysco, which could possibly be aoad nation, at feast those who aren't using it torlwrjtethem.-Aidvt- tf
move, but managers and employees alike are, concoct Food Service conspiracies.-- : Agam Oarft mot
aMifcwte attrot keen
working hard and predict higher quality veg-- ' yoa don't find what you want, teaamanager.r except focavfaoger fqwt spscwt.4iniier I
They're easy tospataDdtheyusuaDdoft'tbit&
etables in the near future.'
.
worked mat nigh AUfcttearjeNW tafciag
Also, Food Service does not and has
the lute
meat. Although it may be red at times, most used animal fat to cook fried foods or "any- - running out at the end of the meaL'
of the time it is not, and it is always cooked at thing else fee at least dght years, whkb is die
.IT there anything xist rXQue jfot yreng?
high temperature and all hints of salmonella
length of time one of the maimers I talkedtd' test one more' that
are terminated The managers, (you know, has worked here. Had you done the samcyou.. .Service worktrsjiato
me aau
the ones you didn't talk to) run around with would have found out that only vegetable
food thermometers, checking that the tem- - is used so vegetarians can rest easyvllK:oalyo !thefajayou-knothe iveasonwby
--

nt

aadzvyi4nat

us

ni

n--

me

feo-Jhertnen-

off-camp- us

w

iiot.-oiitpanafttTpai-

ra

,
problem.
Thank you for your atention to this matter.
We look forward to working with you.
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Mamie Pine
Carrie Young 96

lines. AJaij. u vou nave dcuet war hj

MattZiegkr96

1 m..

and 23 other concerned students
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and Kinredge averages only between two hnnt ss.i

sccaecm who can do something about n. You
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The Definitive Who's Who at an SGA lungingio
ex

of attending the SOA funding meeting. As I

(some senior LS.s have taken less time than
SGA funding meetings), and tried to herald
the Funding Application Committee's

later found out, this
was expected of
'
me several Sena- IAnlfTlTflM mM UaWfynyii"Hfflffini?vBTi Jav
me
back as an old hand - as if wasabcU attempt, but it was not lobe. By the
tors welcomed
I had nothing better to do than siphon money second vote senator James Hervey, in particular,'
off of our student government -- and Senator and Senator Weaver, quickly called for discus--'
Andrew Weaver even stated during the meet-in- g sfcnof what they fea to be iclavem issues. i
that "I want to congratulate you, Ben, for
It was then that some of the dominant per--'
your ability to come up with interesting
sonaliries behind the SGA made themselves
and get funding." I might have been known, each attempting to influence the proflattered, except that be voted against my ceedings in their own way. Four members, in
sewing machine (more on that latere. As it particular, stood out mat night: senator Anhappens, I am of the opinion, and have been drew Weaver, senator James Henry,
for some time, that anyone who wants to truly
Academic Aflto
- .;v- understsndhowotirstttdertfgo
and Treasurer Matt Queen.--- - if itdoes - should attend the funding meeting. '
fcimfplf miitjh (ft friKt?01 fof
There one sees all the pagentry of personali- most of the meeting: he fielded atvariety of
ties played out, the petty rivalries, the coali- : hsnracCTifldendy.bemgfcfcefulwl
tions, and the desperate attempt to keep a . and flexible when required. Thanks in no
quorum of seoators, scsne of whom are diBuk, small pah to his influence this was probably
under control. Yes, SOA funding meetings the best xun funding meeting I have ever,
are a lot of funT they' should defmitly have attended.- - There was obviously morediscus-sio- n
them more than once a semester.
than he intended, but bis acceptance ofof
Out of Iheapprooiiiitatry 1 million 14 thou-'- -, the will of the senate was necessary, and not
sand dollars that student organization reunfortunate: SGA has every right to discuss '
;
":.
quested, SGA funded about 10 thousand doll- what it funds.
ars worth of requests. A strong implication to
JamesPoint of Proceedure" Hervy.onthe
be drawn from this is that the SOAneec men other hand, found himself in an Endless Suro-m- er
money: funding requests have jumped more
of Abstentions, each one, to his own
than 5Xpercent from last semester. Granted mind, more unique and exciting than the last
mat approximady 4000 percent of that in- - After the vote on the College of Wooster
crease was directly my fault, but I maintain Students foraPree Tibet, one of my organizathat if SGA doesn't have enough money to tions. Point of Proceedure found himself
splurge once in a while, what good is it? The squariy on the wrong side of a proceedural
trustees do it an the time: I mean, how many issue: be felt that successful "yea" votes
presidential searches do we need?
should require a majority of the senators
The meeting began on a chipper note: trea- present to vote "yea," as opposed to the total
surer Matt Queen had stated before that he number of senators who choose to vote yes or
ammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Benjamin Wachs

orga-idzatk-ns

Vice-Ptesidert-

for
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critical issue here is abstentions: Penrod. During the discussion of HaranibM 's
should senators who abstain make ft iiard
foramotiontopass? Pariimentarian Jonathan bring in groop of 'danc
galkaB&x
Seitz said no: An abstention means you Stompers" Flint and Faaretr stbmpvtHheir
don't vote," he said; Matt Queen and Preav feet on the floor whflrflnownced
metoriqand 1
dent Emfly Durham agreed. After his amotion
to change to his system was defeated. Point of
Proceedure decided to abstain on all votes .ridicule of acuujral event, and insulting to
brought before the senate because he felt them- yuur uwuoyws. rwoa yaimura ana oucr
to be undemocratic.: He cfbigtoLihis ruler tq
gwgrejnHiri n j ytinvi, anu pre
once - to vote against a motion to aaa my
vehmgh. Flint alaodidn tlikezny
sewing machine to a budget, WHAT THEi jewjnj Machine; y
V
i.
HELL DOES SGA HAVE AGAINST MY . , Finallvv these was Andrew Weaver. Mr
SEWING MACHINE? LookedatobjeetivJyXcaver is a hrewdfinwntariaaYand)ca-i- f
Hervey believed the voting to be undemo--- .. maods a gieardeal influence on the senate
crane, than his choice to abstain was a prin-- tkwr . ManV anflaestkxu wernetracn
cmtea. nonest. oeasion texcept ior me sew,v ntl intfinigtafr SttfUtnaaM that, it was 4SG- ing machine thing). I just happen to think he
teftwThefjalcarefully examini
waaocao wrong, as u is, ruira w rrocccuuixr ppagei Of KiflwSHKS3l(c' na w oeane
dcing
does have a great deal of experience to oflyrwaffbeinyaiaaasw
seandtusmossaliempoimoftneevenHig'
yet Andjew
(wtkh. ka me admit, worked to my
was thatlusf because SGA has funded aaiiii QnwaT4itttre0niri night the S Ha
organization in the past does not mem
should be wary of funding it again. . . r
ciple plajwsirosang over to and from
VP Cameron Flint had little to say during- - icrent sido8tiedBtaa9 One of the
--

'f1morfcd

a

Mtcksts-TBanteiale-

-

&ti

;-ct- ilUo

lxatoniffiaTMwxt:
beixmySkwA

llmdZ

MGA

with the exception of the treasurer
cabinet, has Jittlerole to play at a fandmguspotilicr
there aratio
meeting. :Qiie of Flint's eartyccnments,; f jjcroes or
however, set die proper tone for an SGA with HCTxetuweigtand sonietimea yte
they leel tiey
funding meetings to adopt: "We ve got in unexpecuwaywtf
money," he said, "and at the end of the year, must dfeiidjjHn!
we don't get to keep it. Saving doesn't do us truth taaouad is that CMYlSENATbR
..

any good, so give it away." Flint hit the nail
right on the head: SGA's money isn'tactually
SGA's, so its miserly tendencies are misplaced. At the same time, however, the most
shameful comment of the nightcame from
Flint and fellow cabinet member Stephen

UKE5Y.VSEWING MACHINE. fr.d
Maggie Odle, I want to thank you rar tilat:
hope everyone votes for you again: ?
.
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Feature
Say No to Stereotypes: Dance Like A Real Man
turnout was pretty dan good, with a
total of thirty eight folks trying out.

)AVE COOPER

--

"During is for wussies," says However, only four of the
11. How-rve- r, auditionrm were of the male perJfcxeotyping Stanley.
unbeknownst to his friends, suasion. And this, as we saw above
with Stanley, age 11. is by no means
iioung Stanley boogies down each
Rarely do males show
soundj
uncommon.
of
ime he hears the kickin'
in
dance; ballet, jazz or
an
interest
"Ice
Vanilla
song:
favorite
Ice's
lis
ce Baby." So why does Stanley modem.
Professor Tritt blames this on our
eel like he's got to cover np bis love
traditional stereotypes. She
guys
culture's
for dancing? Why do most
feel this way? What are we afraid of observes. "Men m America look at
and who are the real wussies here? dance very differently than men in
This Monday, the College of Europe. Boys are supposed to play
Wooster Dance Company held au--. ball, not be in ballet." Because of
iitions for its annual Spring con- this stigma dancing winds np being
cert. According to Kim Trio, the viewed aaaweak"thing,awussie"

ae

.

---,

--

i t

thing, and is never thought to be the
truly athletic activity that it is.
In view of this. I ask. "When win
the males of America get np off their
hineys and dance like men 7" Maybe

dancers. He paused for a moment,
scratched his nose, and finally said,
"Ered As&ure, Tommy Tone, that
gny from the
Union.
Micheal Jackson,., did I mention
Micheal Jackson 7" To find out even
more clearly what the perception of
male dancers was, I tried a little
word association game with Clayton.
I said "male dancer" and he said
"Chippendales, g --string, and gyrate." Hmnt, not
good.
Unlike many
ex-Sov- iet

there simply aren't enough role
models to inspire young boys to
dance. Rote models can do wonders
for a profession; just look at how
Mr. Belvedere increased the number of tubby butlers that run around
reminding boys named Wesley to
eat their brussel sprouts.
Yes. rote models are certainly
important, and dancing seems to men, George
have a shortage of them. I asked Alley '99 is
Brace Clayton 99 lo name five male proud of bis
dancing skills.
dancing for five

,
Jvact auditions for

'

)

J

,

ft

V;

O

tk Spring Concert: Can YOU

find the

pbaut bf SKY WOQDSFELLOW

mi?

-

He's

was even the dance captain at his
high school. He originally began
dancing, because it brought together
all his interests. Says Alley. "I've
always liked theater, and dance is
very theatrical. It's good exercise, a
great way of expressing yourself,
and an all around fun thing."
AHey, loo, recognizes the cultural
difficulties men seem to have with
dance. He comments, "It has to do
with image. Guys are very image
conscious. I think it's also seen as a
weak way of expressing yourself.
Expressing yourself as a guy is a lot
less acceptable in America." Alley
did notice a change of attitude toward male dancing between high
school and Wooster. He says, "In
high school, hanfly any males were
dancing. Now there's more, and it's

and he felt that
Wooster dancers
were "very open

to beginners
wanting
to

learn." He en
joys dancing im
mensely and hopes to one day choreograph his own piece.
Gordon McCreight '96 says he
has nothing but respect for anyone
who is able to dance with the

Wooster

Company.

Dance

McCreight auditioned last semester
because he was "swept up in the
moment" by two of his friends who
were also trying out.
It would appear from the testimonies of the above individuals, that
anyone with any sort of an interest
in dance should be able to appreci- -.
ate it. if they keep an open mind.
Perhaps one day even, little. Ste- -,
reotyping Stanley will pull out his
jam box at the talent show, crank
up the Vanilla Ice, and show the
world that be can really dance like
a man.

So You Want to Live in a Small House, Eh?
Be aware the tribulations

LASALY CHANGKACHJTH

iif

Be on the look out, because pretty
toon the student body will be overwhelmed by a flood of papers from
rasing. That's right, we're going
o be getting housing applications
md information for the upcoming
1996-9- 7

school year sometime

around February the sixth or seventh. It's time to look for a new
place to live. And by this time many
3f you may be tired of living the
luxurious' dorm life, and you may
know a few people living in SmaD
Houses, and you're kind of wondering, how do I get to live in a Small
House?
SmaD Houses were established in
the 1970's. Ia a time before Luce
Hall, they were originally created as
Language Houses, and numbered
only six or seven. Today there are

Small Houses, which,
as you may know, are often called
Program Houses. The main issue to
twenty-thre- e

ahead

'

have in mind when applying for a
bouse like Gables, Troyer or Miller
Manor, is a piogiam that yon and
your comrades are willing to commit to. After deriding on the program you're going to need to get
together a group of nine to thirteen
students and aa advisor. You're
also going to have to decide on a
contact person, somebody who acts
as the group's representative to the
housing office and represents
house's proataiu at all Wooster
Volunteer Network meetings.
But like I said, that's later. The
program is the most important aspect of the application. Betty Rea.
Director ofHousing, said, "The programs are established to promote
awareness, academically and socially. We'd like fee the programs
to benefit the student body and the
Wooster community." The
are evaluated throughout the
pro-gra-
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please see HOUSES, page 7
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Gable Hoaae is aa example of a small, or program, hooae

f ,

always

warned to dance

get up off their hineys
and dance like men?"

of six years, and

mm-,-

--

ask, "When will
J
the males ofAmerica

He has been

:

relaxed."
For Karl Robillard 98, a participant in last semester's dance concert, dancing is fun. It's getting
involved that's hard. He remarks.
"It's very difficult for a man to walk
into a room full of girls and audition
for a dance piece."
Sky Woodsfellow 93 is another
dance lover. He began dancing as
soon as the opportunity presented
. itself last year.
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The Wooster Voice Feature

KARL ROBILLARD

would be an economics major. It
didn't take long to realize that this
was not his true passion either, so be
switched right on over to and he
was sure this time- - History . before

,

-
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striving to learn new things, never
satisfied with any given amount of
knowledge or insight. He helps sate
bis quest for knowledge by working
asaProfessorof Art History atMarion
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showing a consistent pattern
volvement.
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As a last piece of advice for students, Mark HaU wantedUvadd:
"What ever you do, you better enjoy
doing it or you will not do it weU.
The people who love, who have a
passion for what they are doing are
the people who will do it successfully." And Hall is living proof of
this --the way he looks so assured.
He has kept his dreams; continued
to team and to unite theology and
manner.
culture in an
eye-openi- ng

Houses

The DAT Wants You... To Help
tor

:

!m

consid-mhimse-

Co-coordina-

-
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If any of you have perused your
Calendar of Events book lately, you
might have noticed that this week
College in Indianapolis. Indiana.
we were supposed to have a "Tbeo-logia- n finaBy declaring hinriseJfacoinbined
in Residence.' Or maybe Theology and Art History major.
Because of his expertise in theolyou saw the signs in Lowry's stairTheology and Art History? ogy, I was very curious about findwell advertising die Theologian's Sounded a little odd to me, so I ing out what Hall thought of our
Film Festival? Bat neither notice asked him how he combined those continuing and changing spiritual
says much about the Theologian in interests and he replied,! am a firm needs as we approach the twenty-fir- st
century. I asked him if he
Residence. Who is this person and behevtrmfemminenTethodology.a
form of theology that is best done thought college students' views or
why is he here anyway?
when you tefl your own story. My art religious needs have changed over
To kill two birds with the proverbial one stone, the answer is each is theological statement of who I am." the years.
HaU is neither optimistic or skepyear the College of Woosksr mvites a
Hall says that during his life he
Hall believes that our society
theologian to visit the campus for a teaches religion and culture to be has seen a cyclical pattern in tical of the spiritual and cultural
one week period of living, watching separate from one another and that society's religious beliefs. He was changes that our society faces each
and learning in our community, and this separation is a false one. Hall raised as a "child of the sixties' and day. In fact, he says, I don't think
lived through a decade prevalent society has changed'.
this year, we welcomed the wisdom says, "By showing movies and havThis statement came as a big surwith norireligious and secular young
and knowledge of Mark Albert HaU. ing art work on display, I hope stuprise
to me. as I have always enviHis first public appearance was as dents realize die world is rich with adults who refused to accept any
life during the 1800's as besioned
form of established society. Then
a guest speaker at McGaw Chapel at meaning.
ing
by strict Protestant
dictated
during
eighties,
through
the
Hall's MFA did not put an end to he went
the traditional Sunday morning serpopulation
morals,
bloated with
the
sweeping
he
witnessed
building.
time
school
which
career
his
inside
service
hoping
a
vice. I attended his
to become more acquainted with his When he is not visiting schools as a conservative ideals and people striv-in- g a large number of deeply religious
lf
to return their lives to the old people. However, HaU explained to
beliefs before actually sitting down theologian. Mark Hall still
fashioned and simple ways of gen- me that the actual percentage of
to be a professional stuand talking with him. What I liked
church goers has remained the same.
says
always
erations past.
that he is
best about Hall's talk was his ability dent. He
to con vey his messages through stories. And he had a good range of
stories loo; ones we could all relate
to and others very specific to his
own personal experiences. All of
them, however, contained seeds of
the extent of the damage.
MARINA NOLAN
truth and meaning in an effort to
Wooster s involvement with DAT began with
teach people a greater understand- Wooster formed a DAT three weeks ago. A what Jurham, who has been involved with disaster relief
ing what Hall thinks life should be.
you say? A DAT. You know, a Disaster Action Team. for some time; "I've been volunteering with the Red
His own story begins in the city of
It's all a part of a national effort to provide relief to Cross for three years. It began with the floods in St.
his birth; Indianapolis. Indiana. He
Jim Morse 97 Louis in 1993 and I became even more involved
disaster victims. fondly remembers growing up there
explains, "A DAT provides assistance to the police during the more recent flood, last summer. I decided
in a house which his grandfather
and fire departments in case of natural or man made I wanted to help other people and I registered with
built, hoping he'd be able to go to
emergency. In the event of floods, a plane crash, the DSHR (Disaster Services Human Resources) which
school forever. Ever since he can
bombing of a federal building, volunteers help by is a national database of volunteers who are trained in
remember, be has "always been
all areas of disaster relief."
setting up first aid stations."
drawn to knowledge and education,
In the case of a disaster, like an earthquake in
Emily Durham 96 helped to clarify
and wanting to know why."
Wooster's local role. She says. "The Disaster Action California, DSHR would go to their database and
As you can imagine, Hall learned
Team is a rapid response team for smaU disasters, like send people from it to the disaster area for three
a lot, pursuing this desire through
house fires. . The Red Cross provides emergency weeks. Still wanting to be involved here at The
his young academic career, and not
assistance to families that have been displaced by College of Wooster, Durham stopped by the Red Cross
just about academically inclined
disasters. The DAT is a way for students to be part of chapter and asked if they need volunteers for disaster
matters. One such in stance occurred
this, to be on the scene, working one on one with services. They were working on a DAT at the time, and
when HaU was in high school at an
victims of disasters, to evaluate their needs, to find out so she and Morse ended up helping them out
ethnically diverse, inner-cit-y
school.
Morse had his own reasons for getting involved.
whatwecdofortbem,andleanihowtohelpvictimsr
Eventually a racially provoked
He says,
The
first involves career aspirations.
through.
it
make
change in school districts forced him
A tot of the involvement rests in just being on calL "Public safety is where my career is going to be when
to move finom his school to another
Ifa local disaster occurs within one's "caU time", then I get out of college. I work as a police official and a
in a predominantly white suburb. It
the police dispatcher notifies them. Wooster's DAT volunteer fire fighter when I'm not a Wooster and so
was because of this move that his
the DAT is a good experience for me." The other
from Tueswas on caU from 4:30 PM. to 8:30
appreciation of diversity was realof January, until Sunday, the reason is, because bis section is in need of a commuday, the twenty-thir- d
ized.
nity service project. Morse adds, "Activism, I think,
twenty eighth. .
HaU kept cam the academic world
And they were involved in the action, when a fire is something that is needed on this campus.
Morse hopes that the DAT will inspire other stuafter his high school graduation and
broke out on Sunday. The fire mined a house, displacattended Hanover College in Indiand
which
adults
three
dents
to volunteer for the Red Cross as well. He
consisted
two
of
family,
ing it's
ana in order to attain bis underkids. The DATs job was to comfort and help the stresses that there are different departments at the
graduate degree. He then went a
victims. Durham says, We had to find out what their Red Cross: blood services, health and safety services,
c
few more years, and earned his MFA.
and disaster services. If a student is not interested in
needs were and what we could do to take care of
original
Master of Fine Arts. His
disaster services, the Red Cross is always looking for
necessities.
academic endeavors changed draThese basic necessities are provided for them by volunteers for it's other departments.
And why shouldn't we get involved, as Durham adds,
matically in his four years at
dispersal ccders from the Red Cross. The Red Cross
Hapover,iomethingthatmanyofus
pays for hotel stay, food, clothing, and toilet articles Volunteering is a terrific experience and it's a great
here at Wooster can identify with.
until the residents can get back on their feet. Morse feeling knowing that you're really helping somebody."
If you are interested in getting involved with the
His initial goal was to major in
says. They basically insure mat these people aren't
but after a while he discovgoing to be homeless. The amount of assistance they DAT, please contact either Jim Morse or Emily
ered that biology bored him. So he
receive is based on the number of family members and Durham.
altered bis plans, and decided he
--
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continued from page 6
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year to make sure that students are
fulfilling their commitments. If a
particular individual is not contributing hisher time, heshe will be
reprimanded.
Some current programs involve visiting Vietnam vet-

erans,

housing

-

possible

prospectives, and volunteering with
the American Lung Association.
There is also a Teen Mom program, an interracial living program, and a Habitat for Humanity

Hmiw
"

How will living in a smaU house
affect your financial aid? Not to
worry. Small bouses are considered
campus housing because they are a
part of the 320 acres of school property. So, living in a SmaU House,
won't cost you extra money or deduct anything from your financial
aid packet.
Applications for SmaU Housing
are available in Babcock at the Housing office from 9 A.M. to 5 PM.
The miitial proposal, or program proposal, which should include participant names, an advisor and an outlined program, is due by the twentieth of February. ThU application is
then screened by a Program House
Committee. If a program is chosen,
it is approved for one year only.
Programs must reapply for bousing
every year.
If you would like further information or have any questions regard-in- g
these programs and others, please
stop by the Housing office.
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Head to Toe with Buffy and George Mystery

Gdlidfd
Reading a

Fashion and Beauty Tips From the Daring

Murderer
at Large on
Campus!

GEORGE ALLEY

cmmmmv

JTPba-

-

tend : aia'actf dinging to

s:t yo

truflry oldfhirTaad jeans as if
lifa would tragxafly ead if you ex- -.
pcrimealed a fitdeJ Do you fear
naicaTiOB by da&Woosavrcom-tmjRit- v
if roa stray from bland at-Spice
We
tktl askwfcy be dulir
eo vour life! "With a few Hps from
--Baffyand George yooH be well oa
--

, , MjJot Ksgna

msae quite nwm- -

fattbIard'stwofimpo
gnests.

in Lowry
ecry reaaf.

uicuix

hum, be
to snare iSc
pressed all thirty usia attendance
With hit grace and clear love of the
im-

vrHis poems deaJtwtm growing up
i ioutbiIlliftCM aad bis life in
"Kbrthera Otao." Tbecajinot be r- -

your

wa'

.

claceygiTandpco

'their power atvjdualiQr. I "

"My peoionaftavcrljie was Raskin's
final otTering, Ipbein written for his
'"ixfijfr&it&Od, "LilfleTiger Burning Biihr ii die sort of work which
J

rTHriyplciDy-f-teg-

j
I

;

pvef-SfflT- i-'

ineatalityaae' gamah almost epic
sense In purpose. Kagaia msasad
created lines which were fanny,

wise.
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amd-BAoWPtoucalag-lh-
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j
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Bole-'ptrpo-ce

"

read severs? work eora-pot- ed
wane exefcisiag'. creating aa
hitaestlnglmMge'ia the mmd of
many readers while teariag'the results. Her works iacladed poents
wriaea for old frieada. and offered

a coaplcmeatary picture to
Ragiia's lyvfatUBoflanfiayi and

gender''

Korchecrspcrts'aad a different
sort of energy; her work psrtfcularly
deafcwim die experiences of a youag

sayr

!

1o VfeXjctttaaVaf of fcbmniu-Akhough she joked foDowih
reading that she was "alone for
ride,"! wWOrtfcmefy taipretsed

Tarantino's Latest

--

Thrives on Excessive
Violence and Bad
Dialogue
FILM REVIEW-

-

FjfaV&TW&te

KnongncT. is the marriage of TVs
draxnstic actor of the moment
XGeorM.poooeyX'the, prom queen

-

Fnfifnrmx tht TTartrogi bytocats
..sjveeawten:.K:.(Qticoun
some students ventured forth to of-- Tanntano).
HpDywood s most
onzinar poetry "ihd 'faithful ofand
af
. the, gory plot-linoTlfccuonalLS.by XvimpinsmfromDuskTiIJDawm
! eveaajxa
' MdisatfWaSherr
upholds the tradition of rhinestone
The airadspaett was condocif e?
tiarxs: once the polish is removed,
; a poetic; evening: everyone was
.there is nothing but hash behind it.
aeated araittac of chairs, wfca
George Clooney (Eff) as.Seth
! some sinhlg
orthe floor, and Ae Gecko fails to shake his clean-c-ut
acontricSjftrrvery good.
surgeon image jp don that of a ruthis'i AH ia sdL: tfcet literary contribu-htsio- less bank robber.
Oooney's unconofaftthe poets and writerapn vincing performance pays great
Friday was well appreciated and was L homage to Tarantino's
'quite a SBCceteior the GoliarxL j
dialogue. One can only wonder how
;

7.-0-0

desk for three dollars apiece.

Go mod! This goes for boys and browns, and indigo (maybe a
stretch). Basically, think dark, but if
girls. U'sdraniaikrrjct not loo shocking, and n't easy to. da For those of you are pale, avoid looking dead,
you, who don't know .what mod is lipstick can be matte or dewy-glossI personally think mane lipm explain;orieflj and very gener-aDMy classic definition for mod stick is extinct but it's wearable if
makeup is smoky, preferably dark, yoa choose to. As far as shades, get
eyes and pale lipstick. Now, that's creative with pastels. I think an ornot too attimklarmgl Use either pow-der- ange pastd would be cool if it exists.
or liquid eyeliner depending If yoa are appalled by mod though,
on how much you want to emphasis cat eyes are aa alternative. I think
though his might be better for guys who are
eye shape I must point-ou-t
that liquid eyeliner is only for those shy about makeup. If you want ex- with a steady hand. Possible eye
please see FASHION, page 9
shadow shades are purples, grays.
y.

y.

ed

Aa agency will provide a professional troupe of actors to
present the show all throughout
the dinner.One of the characters
in the mystery will be killed.
The audience members will then
attempt to solve the murderover
the remainder of the meaLTbe
acton will serve the catered dinner and provide does as to who
is the murderer. All who attend
will be active participants as they

view the performance during the
course of the meaL Here ia a
night of good food
and good entertainment. Good
lock, gumshoes'
fun-fin- ed

.wett Oooney could have expanded
as an actor if he was not been given
such lines as, "You're dealing with
a bunch of mean motor scooters.'
Taramino as Seta's sexually depraved brother, Richard Gecko, was
fairly successful in his role of confusion and lust. His character's salvation possibly lies in his relative

festival of gore. Abruptly it is not
only the police who are after the
Gecko brothers, it is the entire
One can only sk ia horror
aa-derwo-

rld.

an orgy of nearly naked women and
writhnig bloody bodies, one can only

wonder "what exactly does

Tarantino think of bis audience
fjndyqnVTatbKMvTBK't tngV"
One must guess that he assumes
them to be a blood thirsty group
screen.
Where
these
over
the
take
gallivanting monsters came from and willing to sacrifice any idea of plot
ss
ofvufem special
why they are suddenly ataOooney for an
big name actors. It is
and
effects
and his dan is absolutely unknowa.
scary to think bow close Tarantino's
One could almost rhink rhatTarantino
sileacecompstorhepainfuITw
fats
script
halfway
through
asaKnpuon may be when considering
asleep
fen
,
Clooney.
,.
given to
r.
The movie openson the resuscha-,po- a and some comic book junkie, jumor
pnncess m roe dox omce.
of the tired theme of two felons high dropout came at to finish it off.
thesec-onOverall,
the movie gave me an
that
have
d
we
only
border,
The
with
dues
trying to make k to the
0
wish that Clooney had
overpowering
the
conclusion
sodeed
to
a
open
half
is
an
and
'morals
them
behind
.J
road in front of them. A stay in a first is the continuation of wmdngry stayed in the emergency room,Jacob
Fuller had stayed on the pulpit, and
seedy motel brings the Gecko brotb- -. bad dialogue. ,
v
The movie's depiction ofwomen I had stayed at home.
ers into contact with the Fullers and
their chance for escape. Harvey andHispankstsahnostasappsning
as the jugulars being wrenched from
jrinitir dragging his kids behind ' the victims necks. Women's roles
him as he searches for his lost faith are exclusively that of tender, unalong the empty roads of Texas. suspecting teenagers or sexy, bloodGassaamal
wSmmmB9mSmmmLnSSm
Juliette Lewis, as Kate Fuller, is at sucking temptresses. There is an
fTKffntf exotic dancing scene
home in her role as the confused,
that fails to add anything to the al. .scared, and nubile daughter.
The Geckos abduct the unsuspect- ready ailing plot, except give lea- -'
sons on ways to gyrate with reptiles.
ing Fullers, and so begins their jourcmsczsaii
vioHispanicsare also diversely depicted
dialogue
and
ney into horrible
KtaVssanaLt
lence for violence's sake. AH of the in the roles of sexually perverse,
tars a aaciut
movie's potential is suddenly and dirty men or bumbling idiots.
As the movie rapidly declines into
inexplicably abolishedmarinrmatic
mfi u
over-exce-

.

yr If there,

was a popularity .contest.
the
the prood owner of therbincstooc Taaxa.
,

tottaitinArfecadoQsiyea.
lierwewci

Here's your chance to be aa
ace detective (as well asachance .
to eat something other than
Lowry food). The Student Activities Board win be sponsoring a Murder Mystery Dinner
Theatre ia the Underground on
Sabaxhty,FebruaryXThis event
is scheduled to commence at
PM. Tickets may be purchased at the Lowry Informa-tk- n

From Dusk Till Dawn Sadly Not Brilliant

perxM.KerCUnkiWofepoW
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naYoa aoat want to be-- datt any- wav.Yoo'ae iastJrrmx k be safe
umd fashioa.tnx fcuiuonjx notabout
irig tkSt So, befcra continuing to
read thu arocfc, yoanast first open
your aiiad to possibility. Fashion
should not be fearedV it's self exof an art. So
pression oalhe-Ieve- l
Woe Madonna says, "express yourself. Exprataing your individuality
is aot a crane. Why would anyone
thttkryoa are ad iadlvidual if you
choose Vo areas Eke the typical
robot? We're not saying
yoa BHisdress differeady for the
of being different.
You are aa individual whether you
want to admit it or not. and we
believe yon should accentuate your
personality. We will run through
basic aspects of fashion to suggest, not dictate, new alternatives
to your style.
Let's begin with makeup, Buffy
au-toma-

'efiectivdy convey the teal message
were evocative of
held within,'

CAROLYN WISE
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How to Make an American
Quilt is a Gem of Wisdom
Otto's How-T-o

Step Guide for Quilt Making and Life

BOOK REVIEW

JULIE OLTVERIO
As a leader, I come to a novel with
a certain set of expectations to be
fined. A novel should entertain,
should captivate, should reflect
meaning and life, should flow well,
and should make sense. If a novel
does most or all these things, I consider it worthwhile; I store it in the
banks of my mind as a "good book"
or maybe an "outstanding work".
InHow to Make an American Quilt
by Whitney Otto, I found all of the
elements I consider essential to a
really good work, but I took more
away from it man just that; it contained a quality about it that, in my
mind, is extremely rare. How to talk
about this rarity is tricky, however.
IcouklcaUUtradidon,but thatwould
box my reaction to this novel into a
rather cliched and somewhat deterring category. It is rich with the
traditions of folk tales. The novel is
one whose words should be spoken
and sung- - passed on to generations
to come as a gem of wisdom and
instruction.
"Watch for water stains or damage due to rodents or moths. The

problem is, you may not know when
these elements or beasts threaten
your qtrilt. Yoa could be making
dinner Cor your faniiry or straightening up the front room or noting
dowa the garde or doing your part

for warm a inuniticm factory All
the while blissfully innocent of the
risk to your qoOt Yoa could believe
it safe in an upstairs closet, attic, or
Yon have done every- thing the books say to store ft properly, to keep ft safe from harm. Yet
it may not be safe." (pg. 148)
I could say it is a novel of instructions; a bow-t- o step by step guide
for qmh making, or for life. Reading
it, I found myself often unable to
decide. I could call this novel a
gift, one that is to be read and
passed on itself, from friend to
friend, parent to child, child to
parent, person to person; an heirloom, a work to be shared, like the
quilts it so ineticulously guides its
reader through.
"And remember, no matter how
careful you are, you might not be
able to prevent somedamage to your
quilt - no matter how attached you
are to ft, or how much of your skill
and time you have invested in it or
how careftdfy jou followed all the

rules for care, something unforeseen may rumftbeyondiepair.leav-in- g
only the memory of the quilt
bemad. Do not castigate yourself;
yoa may not be to blame. Yon did
your best. These are fragile textiles.
These things happen." (pg.149)
I could say that the novel is one of
metaphors, that ft hanietaphon its
careful guidelines for making the
American Quift can be a metaphor
for many things: relationships, careers, parenthood, friendships, the
passage of tune. I suppose I could
say many things about Whitney
Otto's novel, in trying to convey its
power, its style, and its grace, all of
which would sell it short What I
will say concretely about this work
is that it is an American Quilt and
WhitneyOtto is an impressive seamstress. Through her novel. Otto has
layered patches of everyone's life,
one over the other, each section
standing independent of the others,
but bound together by the cover; it is
the fabric of what makes people go.
Would that I could hang it on my
wall, as I would a quilt, to be appreciated by the people who make up
the minutes of my life; for now,
though, I am content to weave it into
my bookshelf as an integral piece.

Fashion ofDare ana seduction
fill

tremery defined eyes go for liquid

eyeliner but for a softer took try
powderedeye liner. A word of warning for boys who want to wear
makeup: do not mock women! That
is so not creative.
George says:
Makeup should be fun. Makeup
should add mystique. Makeup
should make you fed sexy. What I
recommend is fun, easy maintenance
makeup. For fun try some black or
scarlet lipstick. Gray or black
eyeliner is a must for every college
student; thedarker.thebetter.Throw
away all your mascara (it's so out).
If yon feel yon need to enhance your
eyelashes purchase some faux
lashes. Nail polish can also be a
plus. For boys, try a deep black red
ccan indigo. Girls, try black, or even
better, French rnanicure! If you are
fair skinned, add some white face
powder to increase the Siomrie
Sioux Robert Smith look.
Now for hair, Buffy says:
I am a supporter of big hair; the
bigger, the better. If you can't get
huge hair, try to do something interesting with braids and buns. Avoid
pooytafls for the world's sake; they
are far too common. If your hair is
flat and fine do not try to vommize,
work with ft. Try interesting parts
and utilize clips. Everyone should
make full use of hair clips regardless

A Plethora of Smiles for the
Kid of the 80s In All of Us
RECORD REVIEW
ALLE PARKER
Cartoons were a very large part of
my childhood. Indeed, one might be
able to claim that they had a large
impact on who I am today. Superman shaped my sense of justice.
Bugs Bunny made me eat my vegetables, and Elmer Pudd taught me
how to fire large weapons down the
holes in my backyard. In fact, the
impact of cartoons can still be seen
in my life today. Just yesterday, a
friend and I were arguing about
whether or not The Green Lantern
could have defeated Superman.
The only thing in my present day
life that hascomparabtemfluenceto
cartoons is music. That is why I was
so excited when MCA Records put
out the compilation entitled Saturday Morning: Cartoons' Greatest
Hits. ThiswonderMcoUaboratkn
features some of today's better
known alternative stars covering the
great cartoon themes of yesteryear.
Do not be mistaken, however,
Saturday Morning is not just a nov-elt- y
record. The songs are actually
well done. Not mat anything is
gffiiming or breaks innovative musical ground but nothing comes across
haphazardly done eias stoppy
ther. In other words, the record is
--

solid if not spectacular.
Where the rccoid Aandsapsrt, bow-eve-r,
is in the fun department. It is
inipossible to nstea to this iccordand
not smile. Just the thought of The
Rarnones jammingto the theme from
"SDiderman" is enough to make you
want to chuckle. .Actually hearing ft.
though, ia a totally different expert- ence. The same is traefix pig's
rendition of the Tat Albert Theme."
This sctigbso funky that f sura that
ftH get played in clubs' around the
country. I can just picture the whole

party chanting, "Nah..nahnah
Goma have a good time!
Other stand outs include the
twistedverskm of "Jormy Quest"
that ReverendvHorton Heat bends
into a cover of "Stop That Pigeon."
Somehow I bet that Dastardly and
Mutley are turning over in their
graves. Other standards included
Where Are You?"
are "Scooby-Doby Matthew Sweet and "Josie and .
The Pussycats" by Juliana Hatfield
and Tanya Donelly. Even the laid
back, acoustic cover of "Open Up
Your Heart and Let The Sun Shine
In" by Prente has a fun feel to it
This is the ultimate record for the
alterna-tee- n
who .grew up at least
partially hf the 80'fAll the songs
are here as well as all the artists.
Saturday Morning is a venerable
plethora of smiles.. Check It out
o,

SAffEyents;

".

of hair texture and length. Why? department, Buffy says:

There is so much to say about
Because they make even the most
HJlodring.
interesting.
Let's
I dont go after a certain
hairstyle
boring
look like chic, rave, preppy, hippie,
move on to hair color. I like streaki-neand intense unnatural hair color whatever. It's1 so limiting. I think
variationon naturally occurring col- everyone should avoid fining into a
ors. Finally, if you haven't already, specific style because it's so boring.
ss

please throw out all hair spray, Instead of writing about styles. I'll
gtoppy, gooey concoctions imme- write about color coordinating, fabdiately. Not onhy do they destroy the rics, and the importance of cut in
environment, but they force you to clothing. I'm going to assume that
weaQknowhowtocc4crccxdinate
mnowingly enter mtoan '80's tin
warp, and no one should do that so t won't go through the list of
color faux pas. So, it's fabric time. I
unintentionally.
must take this opportunity to enGeorge says:
everyone to invest in polycourage
for
spray
are
must
a
hair
and
Gd
the new wave of styles. Bring back ester goods, for ft is the fabric of
the 808 punk styles with gigantic God. No matter what it looks like
hair. Back comb ft whenever pos- you must wear it! Polyester clothing
sible. Ifyou are not in the mood for always looks good so don't despair;
this high maintenance style, then try it will always be a fashion improveclips. If you are a boy and have kng ment After polyester, velvet and
hair, then utilize ft. Boys with short pkather are a necessity. I would
hair should also try funky styles. worship forever anyone who could
Don't be a Revco in a bottle. If you managetowearvdvet,pleather,and
choose to dye your hair, take this polyester at the same time. Boys and
time to go to the salon and gel :your girls should wear as many velvet
eyebrows done as welL Plus, in the blazers as possible; they are flatterlong run it's a tot better for your hair ing for anyone. Pimp jackets with
to get it done professionally than butterfly collars are also good. Boys
from the deadly toxic drugstore should experiment with skirts and
brands. If you're looking for a new dresses, but again, don't mock
color, try tweed or a forest green. women. If you feel uncomfortable
Magenta is so out. Blond highlights about skirts, try kilts. The cut of
clothing is the most important ascan also be fun.
On to the all important clothes pect of dressing, in my opinion.

continued from page 8

Satartlay, FeVaary,;

Above fabric and color, the cut of
clothing can make or break vyou. l,rMgTrip$3- jmjVM Ti Munlef yatoty
You need to make sure youixtothes
youTI
Danes ja the .Undergrounds $3
compliment your body type or
rwiiiJe
fooL
a
2 JUOPJ-Movi- e;
You
kaamtfQu
like
look
body type better dun Idodedm't ,L .You Were Sleeping" in Matecr,
81-?ti-i;ioy:" ntnr'
help you with that, but I like to''see
outfits
smooth lines in
Sunday JftbrnwrM
.
George says:
7:30 P.M. - Classic HlmiJan:
Fashion sense is a must if you
chgrian
CandUUfq'Twy in
intend to seduce or be seduced.
,v.- rrf
Mateer
sure
o nor
go
I
out always make
When I
baggy
are
my
clothes
not
that
Mondayy aoraary--i .rw.zn
Baggy clothes can be fashionable,
8:00
of
but when you are in the mood to be
Friends" inline t$ndcrgrouod,
seduced they are not an option. Try
$.50 ;."'"
with soft pants
art? i
a tight rave
and
Refrain from sleeveless
hWcaaesdajrFafaraary .7
too tight jeans, they are not slick at
ee
8:00 VJA r Videos, PCtasJtess.-Frall. Linen can be nice but too much
in the Underground.,,
of ft makes you look like an antique
salesperson Oieck out the Saks Fifth
Avenue nearest you for great sales
on Armani and Donna Karen. Ac'
Com-Pat-ibl- es
cessories are a must. Multiple
owenQifts,
Swatch watches are back in. Wear
149 R Grant Sl
yarn necklaces or dog tags. Chokers are also flattering. Try tattooWeoster
(216264-86- 5
ing your body with fluorescent
v
(800726-865- 4
highlighters; it adds a fun touch.
try
power
trip;
a
florist
Blazers give you
Your
10 student discount on rt gulai
them with a scuzzy
Remember, dress for passion, priced items picked up or delivered
12.WP.M.-ICettSiateIcet-

ot

,

1

--

"ittl

v- -.

;

-

;

.nrs

!

,

PJ-oV3flSC-

irda

w

t-s- hftt

t-sh-irts

all-occasi-

t-sh-

1 1

-.-

-:

on

irt.

love, sex , money, violence, religion,
injustice, death, power and all modem things.

In Woosier.
We wire flowers all over the world
All rr :or credit cards rrcepted

I

XL
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Hearthe Sports Editor Rant

Nasty weather, ChemlS,

and NO SPORTS!

LUKE ZANNONI

.'.Thais probably my feast favorite time of the year
for a variety of reasons. Hnt, its cold and I hate the

cold onlesj there is snow on tbe ground. Second,
aeems that the snow we do getiseither way too much
tea be iprrfwtrrffor i beauty oo one

r'joeaoogh

inen's basketball (15-- 4, NCAC:

So, now what can we talk about. Basketball?
What level, pros? Let's face it, the Bulls are going to
win it all, k isjust a question of how many games they
can win. College hoops? The
game is past, so now we just wait until NCAC
tournament time. Division I, college hoops? My
favorite Div. I team, Purdue, is tied for first in the Big
Ten with Penn State and Michigan State. Who cares?
All that matters is in March when the NCAA bids
come out. We could talk about hockey, but frankly
the regular season in hockey is basically like baseball
spring training since just about everyone makes the
NHL playoffs. As for baseball, spring training just
fills up my empty tanks of optimism about the Cubs
chances of winning the World Series. The Cubs then
promptly turn around on opening day and start (training those tanks over the course of six months. HelL
Wooster-Wittenbe-

:

-

2--

Summer Jobs in New England
in ConExciting employment opportunities working with youth ages
necticut's finest resident camp. Seeking specialist in waterfront, sailing,
riding, tennis, volleyball, rock climbing, ceramics, rocketry, dance, and bike
tripping. Also have positions forcounselors and village directors. Promise for
an experience to last a lifetime; work with great friends, and enjoy plenty of
fun, while spending your summer in "the foothills of the Berkshires."
16

;

women's basketball
NCAC:

'

women's rwimming and diving
(7--0)

Wooster 125, Denison 113
Wooster 132. Ohio Wesleyan

203-379-27-

indoor track
NCAC Relays:
women: 3rd
men: did not compete

compiled by VOICE STAFF

You

v

'

are invited to the Greek Life Committee's

OPEN FORUM
about
rush, bidding, and new member education
Wednesday, February 7
pan.
Lowry Center 120
Bring comments, suggestions,
criticism and praise.
3.-0-0

4.-O-0

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For
assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton

Hygeia
Ka uke 31
Gault Alumni
Kauke 234

Marian Cropp
Richard Flgge
Heather
PamFrese
Mary Young
Fitz-GIbb-

Kanke7

oa

Kauke 8

19
65

x-21-

64

a-23-

07

x-23-

71

x-2- 25

Kaake 132

Sodent may also contact the College counselors at

x-23-

x-25-

x-23-

x-- 23

47

19 or members

of the clergy. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at
9--

91

1

(emergencies) or

or Security at

264-333- 3.

x-25-

90

A LEADER AMONG HUNDREDS
Applications for the 1996
BE

STUDENT ORIENTATION COMMITTEES
(ISOC & SOC)
will be available January 31 at the Lowry
Front Desk, the Dean's Office and the Office of

International Student Affairs
Applications must be returned to the Dean's
Office by 4pjn. on Friday, February 16

Histomc Oveqeout House
Bed & Breakfast

Stop by and visit Paul and Mo in the Lowry Student Center.
Camp Jewell is an equal opportunity employer. Contact us at:

Colebrook, CT. 06021

(9-1- 0,

6-- 5)

Wittenberg 83, Wooster 75

Representative on campus Wednesday, February 6th.

YMCA Camp Jewell

men's swimming and diving (5- 2)
Denison 122, Wooster 92
Wooster 130, Ohio Weskyan 82

Wittenberg 46, Wooster 43

rg

just

8--

99

8-- 3)

day aad thaa loathed Cor lea days wfaea a turns to
nasty slosh. Third, academically we are in that
annoying time betweeowinter break and spring break
hated far the reasons mentioned previously and now
despised doe to the fact that it means I have a whole
banc of IS to get done. B at, one of the main reasons
that I hate this time of year is that nothing is happening in sports worth talking about.
We are now stock squarely in that time known by
sporting fans as the time between the Super Bowl and
March Madness. This is more
even tennis has nothing to talk
commonly called February by
about until the French Open.
'Newcastle can produce
most people who are able to
I thought that maybe this
more than
a fine
base their lives on something
was just a US problem so I got
other than sports. I could base
on the 'ole internet and tried to
tasting beverage, but no
my life on something more
find something else to brigfiiej)
one really cares because
constructive than sports, but
my sporting' interest. Aber- it's soccer."
then I wouldn't have anything
deen Football Club just lost to
Motherwell on Tuesday 0 in
to write about. I could write
aboutmy LS.bmeverytimelnientwnthatlamichem
the third round of the Scottish Cup. They've turned
major this seems to shut most people up. For those
their season around since last year and are in third
people that 1 do talk to about it, I end up simplifying
place in the premier league. Down south a way from
it to "spots good, no spots bad.' It doesn't matter if there Newcastle's football club is leading their diviyou do or do not understand that statement because it
sion proving that Newcastle can produce more than
has everything to do with my IS and nothing to do just a fine tasting beverage. But no one really cares
with what I am trying to say. I honestly believe that because this is happening in another country and it's
what I am trying to say is definitely more interesting
soccer.
than my IS, but I digress
Honestly, I don't think I am alone on this thought.
Okay, I should learn to accept the fact that the I believe that there are others who would agree with
Super Bowl is over. But it was just a few days ago. I me. Magic Johnson picked the best time to comecan remember spending my S unday like a lot of other back. He'll get more attention right now then he
people in this world watching the Super BowL I would at any other time. I wouldn't be surprised if
really wanted the Steelen to win, and they didn't (just the NBA paid him to come back in order to maintain
in case you didn't know, I thought I would mention
excitement now that the Bulls have tbe title seemit). But hey, lake most people I tuned in for the
ingly in hand.
commercials as much as the game. In fact, ESPN on
So, where does this bring us? It brings me to the
their ESPNET page took a survey of the commercial
conclusion that the next time I have to fill space in the
that people liked best. The winner? Tbe Nike pee Sports section that I should either write more articles
wee football commercials edged out my personal
like one about track or that men's club volleyball
favorite the Pepsi coinmercial with the Coke delivery
team. (I do believe they lost, but everyone I ask
guy who spills aU the cans on the ground. Regardless, responds with, "We played really bad, isn't that
I need to accept the fact that it's over.
enough?") OR, I could write about my IS. Okay,
It's over. There, I wrote it. Statement of the that's what I'll do! You see, I didn't have spots
which is bad because
jrot4em is the first sign of recovery.
J
i

lasi weeK's

.

82

.

.

1473 BeaU Avenue, Wooster, OH 44691.
216-263-63- 00

or

1-800-992-0643

f CKtwed 2 Nocij Rurtk of Lowry
10 off primtrau Nov. tkrxmk April

rage
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Women's High Flying Scoring
Machine is Shot out of the Sky

Swimming: Lady Scots
on a Charge

Thefimfivenunateaofthegame
back and forth; as both

see-saw-ed

The Lady Scots basketball no
into a pothole this, past Saturday
when NCAC conference leader
Wittenberg prt on a fim half scoring display and survived a second
half surge by Wooster. However
this may prove to be only a minor
setback, as they have still won six of
their past nine game, raising their
NCAC mark to
Saturday's game at Wittenberg
11-- 0
(14--5,
NCAC) can be used to
evaluate the team's performance
thus far. The first half mirrored the
team's slow start, as the Scots lost
six of their first seven games. But
the second half of the game showed
tremendous determinatkm and poise
on behalf of the team, as they
outscored Wittenberg 47-4-3 on their
own court. Similarly, the women's
basketball program has been on a
Lisa First
tear since losing
"96. They appear to be fine tuning a
late season run that will hopefully
carry over into the
6-- 5.

all-st- ar

post-seaso- n.

teams traded baskets until
Wittenberg's Sarah Jurewicz hit a
jumper with 1635 left ia the first
half. Over die ensuing six minutes
They
the Scots wereouorarcd 11-could not get on trsck offensively or
defensively the rest of the half, tailing behind by as many as fourteen.
At the halfWifenberg was primed to
blow Wooster out of the gym, as
they heklacommanding 42-2- 8 lead.
2.

While the Scots did hold
Wittenberg to 42 snooting, they

allowed eight more shot attempts.
Three point shooting was critical
to the deficit as Wittenberg hit 8.
while Wooster missed both of
their attempts.
Hot shooting by Suzy Sipes 96
(10-2-0
for the game)andLizFindley
99, allowed Wooster to catch fire
in the second half, hitting 56 of
their shots and score a season 47
points in the twenty minute span.
Unfortunately they could not slow
down Wittenberg,-a- s they hit 48
5--

of their shots. Once again

Chalot 98. who took first in the 100
.freestyle (49J3). Also contributing
specuvely, on both the one-- and were Dan Parker 98, who swam to
three-metdiving boards. Helstein ' victory in the 1000 freestyle; Anposted a score of 249.45 on the one--' drew Wimderiey "97, who placed
r,
first m the 50 freestyle, ami Philippe
meter, and a 289.45 on the
the200 breast-stroKozub 97, who-wo199.60
Snoddy
had
while
.tow. v.
and 219.95
points on the
r.
"We thought the meas steet was
on the
going to be a lot closer,"
actually
wasn't just the unexpected first
place finishes that won the meet," renuuked Beckett. "But with only
commented Beckett. "It was the lOatluetesoaroster.Ohio Wesleyan
did not have the depth to compete
surprising third-- , fourth- -, and fifth-plawith as."
finishes."
For the Lady Scots. Helstein
The Scots, who lost to Denison
122-9were led by Erik Haschke crushed the schoolrecord in
er
diving with 525.50 paints, breaking
97, who set a pool record in
the previous mark set by Amy
prelimimaking
diving and
a
McOumpha in 1982 by more 80
nary national qualifying standard
ni k
with a score of 457.20. The old points.
phenomenal,'' said
has
been
"Liz
record had stood since 1986.
consistently scoris
"She
Beckett.
Then on Saturday, in their final
home meet of the season, both the ing sevens, eights and nines on her
men's and women's teams were dives."
finishes were
Othe first-plaunchallenged by Ohio Wesleyan.
98 in
Panigutti
130-8Candy
by
turned
in
The Scots defeated the Bishops
100
,
in
the
132-9- 9.
freestyle;
Teale
1000
the
won
Scots
Lady
while the
;
I and 200 freestyle; MacMfflan ia the
.
SO freestyle; Jenny Diehl 99 in the
Haschke had another exceptional
meet, making national cuts for the 200irKhvidualrnedley; Carrie Sergi
diving '97 in the 200 butterfry; Dunn in the
second time on the
for 200 backstroke; Laora Hively 96 in
to
trip
Atlanta
ensuring
a
board,
the 200 oreastsuT)ke;ajid Snoddy in
the NCAA Division m Champion'
r.w!! ;
diving.
ship Meet in March. He placed first
now
at
stand
Scots
Lady
The
with a score of 280.90 and also won
undefeated
go
looking
are
and
to
score
diving
a
with
the
un- i
vuanr toe seasomwma
iMMMioa
282.60.
2
Next
Otherkey performers for the Scots nroved their record to
were Vince Dalchuk '98, who won Satnfday the two teams arivtl lo
Derek University Heights to takeoa loin
the 200 backstroke
Longbrake '96, who captured the Carroll in their final dual meet of
j
fA&iwrzn-oand Ben- - "fee seasoriP"'n
200 butterfly

continued from page 12

Powerhouse Wittenberg is pushed to limit by scorching Scots
JAMES KOLLER

3,:

er

three-poi- nt

shots lifted Wittenberg; they
were aa amazing 6-- 7 from beyond
the arc, while Wooster was only 7.
Tnek bright spot came from the
w
line, where they have
been hotaU season long. They connected c all eight of their attempts
in the second half. Despite a season
high 24 points from Sipes and four
of the five starters scoring in double-digit- s.
Wooster fell to Wittenberg
3--

free-thro-

85-7- 5.

The Lady Scots proved that they
can fight back from a deficit on the
road, as well as compete with the
conference's elite. Where they go
from here depends on which team
shows up each game. With a performance such as that of the first half
versusWittenberg.a .500 finish will
follow. But. with a second half
surge, Wooster can play with anybody in the conference. They will
get the opportunity to prove that
assertion today when they face
Oberlin in Timken Gymnasium at
7:30 pm.

Basketball Loses Close One

--

three-mete-

ke

a

.)

one-me- ter

. 1

three-mete-

It

ce

-

3-me-

2,

ce

2.

3-me-

ter

'-

eter

-;

7-- 0.

1-m-

eter

me-aoou-

;

Scots, but Wooster readily lost it
when Wittenberg's Smith drove and
hit. The Tigers kept the pressure on
the Scots maintaintng the lead for
about five minutes." At that point.
Morris, who had recently returned
to the game, connected for a field
goal and then added two free throws
to give Wooster a 43-4-0 lead with
2:40 to go in the game.
At that point in the game
Wittenberg closed the Scots down
holding them scoreless for the rest
of the game. Wittenberg's King
nailed ajumper to cut the lead to 43-4- 2
and Wooster could not answer.
Mark Balostk scored on a lay-u- p
putting the Tigers ahead 44-- 43 with
27 seconds to go." Coach Steve
Moore called the time out to set up
the Scots final play. Morris rolled
off a pick and shot the ban. but it
was no good. The Scots immedi-atel- y
fouled leaving 17 seconds, but
Wittenberg's Anthony Robinson
nailed both free throws to lead 46-4A tiiriecct by Wittenberg allowed the Scoo one final chance to
set upapiay thatwould tie the game.
However, it was not meant to be as
Ro Fernandez '97 missed a three
pointer allowing the Tigers of
Wittenberg to escape with the win.
The Scots were lead in scoring by
sophomore Matt Sprang who connected on 3 shooting from the
from the three
floor (including
point jtc) and 2 from the free
throw line. Wittenberg managed to
shut down the rest of the Wooster

-
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L Taking

The College of Wooster's indoor
track teams return to action today
when they travel to Oberhn. The
Lady Scots are coming off of a third-plashowing at the North Coast
Athletic Conference Relay Meet last
ce

Saturday.
In that meet, Wooster got off to a
great start when freshman Deidtra

Reid (Maple Heights; Maple
Heights) put the shot 40' 6 14",
which broke her own school record
. photo by EKICBAKKEN

After havfat stotea the ball. Mike Yeater 91 blasts off for a score

scotot holding PhilYontz. the lead-

ing scorer for the Scots, to
from the floor and 2--2 from the
charity stripe for 7 points: Morris 4
(3--6
free throws) for 7 points;
Gonnan 1 2 (2--2 free throws) for 6
points; Paris 9 (2--2 free throws)
for
for 4 points; and Fernandez
3 points. The team shot a combined
2-- 14

2--

2--

1--

1- -7

23.2

from the floor while

(47

Wittenberg managed 37
the second half).

in

and enabled her to make preliminary national cuts. She and freshman Tracy Wilkes (Phelps, N.Y4
Mid Lakes) took second in the snot
put relay.
er
In addition, Wooster's
relay team with sophomores
Melissa Eging (Parma; Padua),
Laura Snow (West Kingstown, R.
I.; South Kingstown), and Annie
Gillespie (Bay Village; Bay) and
freshman Nicole James (Wooster;
Wooster) took first with a time of
800-met-

The heartbreak loss drops the
Scots to 15-- 4 overall and 3 in the
NCAC The Scots play the next
three games on the road against
Oberlin tonight, Ohio Wesleyan on
February 7, and Case on February
10 before a home game on February
14 against Kenyon.
8--

1:53.28.

!S.U.

Relay

NEWSSERVICES.
7,

5--

Ladv Scofe Finish

Aff-m- n

3.

1- -1

ter

one-met-

1-m-

continued from page 12

3--

it

J

second for the TaifScott

was the spratt inedk wluch, consisted of Eging. Snowi Jamesl and
ranror Jkhrti fopleairbort.

rYFa&ionJl'W
J
In addition, the combined jumps
of freshman Katherine
--

Rath-Cours-

ey

(Riverdaiel 'MtL; Eleanor

Roosevelt) and junior Summer
Koladin (Orrville; Orrville) earned
them second place in the women's
triple jump relay.
Third-placperfbnaances were
turned in by Gillespie and senior'
Shereen Hejazi (Greenville Pa.;
hurdle
Greenville) in the
relay; Gilleie Hejazi, James, and
Poole ia the mile relay; and
and juniors Alyssa Morse
e:

,

55-met-

er

Rath-Cours- ey

(PaintedPosuN.YCornmgPalnted
Post West), Lesley, Crossley (Jack-son, ML; Jackson); and Ellen Freeman (Lebanon; Lebanon) in th two
!
mile relay. '
v
4 The men did not run at me NG AC
Relay Meet The next outing for the
",

indoor track teams is today at
Oberlin.
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Tigers Slink Past Scots 46-4- 3

Lady Scots
Soak Big
i Red, Drown

Men's basketball
narrowly loses
crucial game

Bishops
Men lose to
Denison, defeat

LUKE ZANNONI
Upon entering last weekend's
game against Winenberg. the Fighting Scot basketball team needed a
win against the visiting Tigers to
create a two way tie with them for
the lead in the NCAC However,
after an intense forty minutes of

Ohio Wesleyan
CINDY JAR VIS

'

"
y-T-

tough, defensive basketball, the
Scots came up short, losing 46-4- 3.
Wooster grabbed the lead in the
opening minute as Lament Paris 96
bit Phil Yontz 99 who went up for
a strong dunk. On the Scots next
possession. Yontz showed his diversity by connecting on a three
pointer to give the Scots a 0 lead.
Wittenberg finally cracked the
scoreboard on a medium range
jumper by Jamel King, but the Scots
continued to build on their early
lead with Greg Morris '97 adding 1
of 2 free throws and Ryan Gorman
99 following up a missed shot putting Wooster up
Winenberg fought beck with a 2
ran to cut the Scot lead to one point
with about thirteen minutes to play
in the first half. The Scots countered
as Matt Sprang 98 connected on a
bank shot igniting a 2 run which
from Damon
included a
Rothhaar 96. a Mike Yeater 97
drive and score, and two more free
throws from Rothhaar putting the
Scots up 17-- 1 1 with seven minutes
to go. The Tigers answered with
two free throws, a lay-u- p off a steal.
nd two inside shots by Aaron Smith
while holding the Scots to only two
free throws by Phil Yontz to tie the
game at
The score was tied
twice more, but Wooster never relinquished the lead to finish the first
The game was truly
half up 25-2a defensive struggle as Winenberg
was held K 31
shooting while
Wooster managed toconnect on only
6of 25 shots for 24 from the floor.

'

'

Several yean ago, Denison swim
coach Greg Parini was overheard to
say, "Wooster always fizzles.' But

...

"

V

those words came back to haunt
Parini Friday night as the Lady
Scots stunned the Big Red 125-11giving Wooster its first win
over Denison in seven years. As
one of the top Division HI swim
teams, Denison placed fourth at
the Division III National Meet last
year.
Going into the meet. Lady Scot
bead coach Keith Beckett did not
think the Lady Scots had a chance at
winning. We thought that if our
women swam to their potential,
we could come close," said
Beckett. "But everyone rose to
the challenge and had some amazing swims."
3,

5--

jr
Jt

8-- 2.

7--

Stephanie

Individually,

99 was a triple winner
for Wooster's women, achieving a
MacMiflan

7--

preliminary national qualifying

free-thro- w

stan-

dard and setting school and pool
d
freestyle,
records in the
which she won with a time of
1:57.97. She also placed first in the
1000 freestyle (10:4935) and the
500 freestyle (5:12.79).
In addition. Debbie King 96 was
a double winner, taking the 200 individual medley (2: 13. 65) and the
200 breaststroke (229.40). Both
times were preliminary national
qualifying standards, and her 200
breaststroke time was a new pool
record.
Other notable swims came from
Peggy Teale 96 and Karen
BnchmoeIler,s'97ene (2:17.16) two
(2:18.52) punch in the 200 backstroke; Laura Dunn's '99
victory in the 100
freestyle (56.12); andLiz Hdstein's
"96 and junior Julie Snoddy's 97
first and second place finishes,
200-yar-

-I
.-

Rtm Gorman

19-1- 9.

Morris was forced to take a seat as
he picked up his fourth fouL
who replaced the foul-ladMorris, quickly hit a three
pointer 10 give Wooster a 30-2- 5
lead.
Winenberg worked away at that
lead con verting turnovers and draw-in- g
fouls until they managed to take
the lead for the first time in the game
with 1 1 minutes 10 go. John Wilson
99 grabbed the lead back for the
How-ever.Spra- ng,

3.

en

The second balfbegan slowly with
missed shots and long possessions.
Winenberg scored first when Smith
convened one of two free throws.
Morris responded for Wooster making a low post move resulting in a
bucket and a foul which he was
unable to convert. With about four
minutes gone by ia the second half.

photo by EUCBAKKEN

99. splavyd. sa he riM dowB a rtboqad

please see BASKETBALL,
page 11

Wooster Basketball Team to be

Featured on ESPN
NEWSSERVICES
The College ofWooster men's basketball team wi3 be featured on

ESPNa "NCAA Today" show, which airs Thursday. February 8 at

2 pjn. The program, which showcases collegiate athletics, will
include a segment on the Wooster-Winenbebasketball rivalry and
the relationship between head coaches Steve Moore and BiH Brown.
Footage and interviews from the Scoa game with the Tigers on
January 28 win be featured.
rg

come-from-behi-

re-ple- ase

see SWIMMING, page 11

The upcoming week in Spouts:
men's basketball
I

i' '

today-Oberl-

in

(A-7- 0

Fct.7-Ofci-

o

WesJcyaa

pea

,-

'

''

' ,

pm '!
(A)-r.-yJ

'

.

j

.

'

women's basketball
today-Oberi-

heb.
pm

in
v-ot-

,

uo

(H)-73-0

wesleyan

, ,
pra
(H-7:.-

.
;

;

HJ

''

.

swimming and diving;
n
Carroll (Arpm

Feb.4-Joh-

inJoor track.
today-Oberi- in

(A)

nd

men's volleyball
Feb
4-Toum-

ament

'

at Kent State

